All About You

Honoring The Value of You

head as you do business; may you pause to
dive into total appreciation and gratitude for
the life you have and for those who love you,
and celebrate it all.
Much love & respect,
Rev. Jenenne

by Jenenne R. Macklin
Teaching heart centered entrepreneurs, women in business owners and CEO’s how
to use sacred practices to tap into spiritual principles that pave the way to sustainable
wealth, passion and purpose with intentional action Rev. Jenenne Macklin is a powerful
Sacred Wealth Intuitive Guide.

I

’m hosting a powerful women’s retreat
at the time of this writing, and I’m
thinking about you. Each one of you
who are entrepreneurs, thought leaders,
high achievers, and moms, wives, partners,
and who play a myriad of other roles.

As an author, transformational speaker and CEO of Consciously Creating Your Life, she
is the catalyst for women who want to learn how to leverage the Universe to charge their
value, change their relationship with money, and tap into their spirituality for wealth.
With her Sacred Wealth System she took her business to 6-figures in 16 months and has
guided her VIP clients to 3.3 million.

This is that time of year when we kick into
high gear. Not only in our business, because
it’s the final quarter of 2015, but also with
our family as we prepare for holiday
celebrations.

For coaching and speaking engagements contact Marla@spiritandriches.com or visit
www.spiritandriches.com

One of the key discussions is about how we do so much for others, but are
not connected to honoring our significance and value except in what we
do, not because of who we are.
You know that there is no one like you on the planet, right? And in most
instances when something is “one of a kind,” it is considered priceless,
treasured and valuable. But so many of us find that we are seeking our
validation and significance from our roles, the success of our clients, our
accomplishments, our success.
What would it mean for you to value you? What would your business be
like when you know and understand your intrinsic value and allow that to
fuel your decisions, actions and interactions?
What would it feel like in your business to be deeply connected to the
value you bring when you walk into the room—not based on how you
look or what you’re wearing, just on you?
I love this retreat experience and personally invite you to join me. But for
today, in this moment, I offer this holiday wish: May you BE present in your
moment-to-moment living; may you be present to your heart and your
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